
PLANNING YOUR ESSAY STRUCTURE

Your essay plan is the skeleton of your essay, and includes your argument, main points and Structure your plan around
the different parts of an essay. To do.

Essay writing guide for psychology students. It is possible your lecturer will give you some advice - pay
attention to this as it will help you plan your answer. One main point in each paragraph. Of course, you will
make minor adjustments to your essay plan as you actually write. Choose relevant points only, ones that most
reveal the theme or help to make a convincing and interesting argument. In light of this difference, we will
address exam essay technique after this step-by-step process. Try not to overuse quotations in your essays.
While you may not be ready to construct an introduction or conclusion, this three-part structure should be at
least suggested in your plan. Your plan should state how you're going to prove your argument, including the
evidence you're going to use. If you prefer to write first, try summarising the central idea of your essay in a
few sentences. Next, copy and paste the APA reference into the reference section of your essay. Spend some
time, at least half an hour, brainstorming the subject area. Having a clearer understanding of the most effective
ways to structure your writing can help you to plan and organise the content of your essays and make sure you
get your ideas across in the form of a coherent argument. Does the theory or study being discussed judge other
cultures by Western standards? You can then use one of the methods below to write a more detailed plan.
Ideally the introduction should; Identify the subject of the essay and define the key terms. Things you don't
know about the topic, but need to find out in order to answer the question. Introductions are very important as
first impressions count and they can create a halo effect in the mind of the lecturer grading your essay.
Develop an overall mission statement see the Structure and Planning session for more info. In an exam time
constraints mean that you must begin with the introduction and work forwards to your conclusion. Next
conduct preliminary reading based on your lecture notes. Again, a spider diagram can help with this. Structure
knowledge and information logically, clearly and concisely. Essay structure is guided by its content and
argument so every essay will pose unique structural challenges. Underline the key words in the essay title.
Although different types of essays in different subject areas may vary considerably in their style and content
there are some key concepts that will help you understand what is required of you and your essay. Most
students make the mistake of writing too much knowledge and not enough evaluation which is the difficult bit.
Make a Plan Why plan? Although you will not follow such a space scheme rigidly, it does enable you to keep
things under control and to know how much detail to put in, keeping the balance of the essay as you originally
planned. This will help the essay flow and make it easier to read. Conclusion: Summarise your arguments and
evidence, and show how they answer the original question. A well-planned and organised essay indicates that
you have your ideas in order; it makes points clearly and logically. After writing your plan conduct
supplementary reading and refine your plan and make it more detailed. If you comment on what the studies
shows, and what it supports and challenges about the theory in question, this shows evaluation. Planning your
essay makes it more likely that you have a coherent argument It enables you to work out a logical structure
and an end point for your argument before you start writing It means you don't have to do this type of complex
thinking at the same time as trying to find the right words to express your ideas It helps you to commit
yourself to sticking to the point! What is an essay scaffold? It helps you to commit yourself to sticking to the
point!


